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In this work, we expand on the XENON1T nuclear recoil searches to study the individual signals of dark
matter interactions from operators up to dimension eight in a chiral effective field theory (ChEFT) and a
model of inelastic dark matter (iDM). We analyze data from two science runs of the XENON1T detector
totaling 1 t × yr exposure. For these analyses, we extended the region of interest from ½4.9; 40.9� keVNR to
½4.9; 54.4� keVNR to enhance our sensitivity for signals that peak at nonzero energies. We show that the data
are consistent with the background-only hypothesis, with a small background overfluctuation observed
peaking between 20 and 50 keVNR, resulting in a maximum local discovery significance of 1.7σ for the
Vector ⊗ Vectorstrange ChEFT channel for a dark matter particle of 70 GeV=c2 and 1.8σ for an iDM

particle of 50 GeV=c2 with a mass splitting of 100 keV=c2. For each model, we report 90% confidence
level upper limits. We also report upper limits on three benchmark models of dark matter interaction using
ChEFT where we investigate the effect of isospin-breaking interactions. We observe rate-driven
cancellations in regions of the isospin-breaking couplings, leading to up to 6 orders of magnitude weaker
upper limits with respect to the isospin-conserving case.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.109.112017

I. INTRODUCTION

Astrophysical and cosmological observations indicate
that roughly 80% of the matter in the Universe is dark
matter (DM) [1], the nature of which is still unknown. The
most promising particle DM hypothesis is that of the
weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) [2,3]. A
number of experiments have been proposed and built for
direct detection of WIMPs, among them are liquid xenon
(LXe) dual-phase time projection chamber (TPC) experi-
ments such as XENON1T [4], LUX [5], and PandaX-II [6].
These experiments have probed WIMP masses above
6 GeV=c2 and put constraints on the WIMP-nucleus cross
section for spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD)
interactions [7–12]. New multitonne dual-phase TPC direct
detection experiments such as XENONnT [13], LZ [14,15],
and PandaX-4T [16] are currently operating, LZ and

PandaX-4T having already provided their first results,
further probing the WIMP hypothesis.
The SI and SD analyses make some simplified assump-

tions about the interactions, considering them at the leading
order only, either with no spin dependence or coupling
to the total nuclear spin [17], and a simple WIMP model
with no internal degrees of freedom. In this work we
expand the search to consider the contributions of indi-
vidual operators of a chiral effective field theory (ChEFT)
framework [18–22] and report upper limits on the funda-
mental Wilson coefficients and on the physics scale arising
from various coupling channels. Furthermore, we study the
case of inelastic dark matter (iDM), where the DM particle
has non-negligible internal degrees of freedom, when
scattering off xenon nuclei within the XENON1T detector.

A. Chiral effective field theory frameworks

Recent direct detection DM effective field theory (EFT)
analyses were performed within the nonrelativistic EFT
(NREFT) framework [23–25] described in [26], which
constructs the effective Lagrangian of the WIMP-nucleon
interaction considering the nonrelativistic Galilean-invariant
operators.While such analyses areuseful to constrain nuclear
responses beyond the standard SI and SD models, they are
difficult to interpret in terms of fundamental interactions. A
chiral analysis can be mapped onto NREFToperators, at the
single-nucleon level. The relations between ChEFT and
NREFToperators, however, show that the NREFToperators
are not independent due to QCD effects [18].
ChEFT expands the quantum chromodynamics (QCD)

Lagrangian in orders of the momentum exchange over
the chiral symmetry-breaking QCD scale. The obtained
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ordering preserves QCD symmetries at low energies and
captures the importance of pions and two-body currents
[19,20]. The chiral regime is well justified to study WIMP-
nucleus interactions, given that momentum transfer is
typically of the same order of the pion mass, a scale
relevant for momenta in heavy nuclei such as xenon [27].
From the particle physics perspective, low-energy DM

interactions can be effectively parametrized in terms of the
lightest three quark flavors, up (u), down (d), and strange
(s), the gluon and the photon. The interactions are ordered
according to the dimension of the operators and the
effective Lagrangian is written in the form of

Lχ EFT ¼
X

d;a;qðgÞ

Ca;ðdÞ
qðgÞ

Λd−4 QðdÞ
a;qðgÞ; ð1Þ

where the Ca;ðdÞ
qðgÞ are dimensionless Wilson coefficients,Λ is

the physics scale of the interaction, and QðdÞ
a;qðgÞ is the

associated operator of dimension d. The sum in Eq. (1) runs
over the different operator type a, the quarks (gluons) q (g),
and the operator dimensions d. In this scheme, the Wilson
coefficients are constants that contain all the information
about the interaction. For a model independent analysis
they can be freely varied. By going through a series of
matchings, constraints on low-energy ChEFToperators can
be extended to high-energy interactions, easing the com-
parison with accelerator constraints [28,29].
There are two different approaches in performing a

ChEFT analysis: one is starting from the nuclear level
perspective, taking the SI cross section and reconstructing
the nuclear response from chiral level, focusing on the
chiral contributions to the nuclear structure factors [18–20],

the other is finding a complete basis of ChEFT operators in
the three quark flavor EFT and create a matching to the
nonrelativistic single-nucleon EFT level [30–34]. These
two approaches have led to the development of two
complementary frameworks, respectively, the generalized
SI ChEFT framework [20] and the DirectDM framework
[31]. In this work we perform a ChEFT analysis of all the
chiral operators that contribute to the nuclear response in a
coherent way, using the full information about the nuclear
form factors from [20]. We consider operators up to
dimension eight, coupled to a large-scale shell model
computation [35–39] of the nuclear structure factors to
compute possibleWIMP-nucleus interactions observable in
the XENON1T detector, and set constraints on the Wilson
coefficients and the interaction scale Λ. In Table I, we show
a list of the operators, the terminology and the coefficients
we investigate in this work.
For a set of operators that appear at leading order in the

most common WIMP models, we present constraints
obtained with both the generalized SI framework and the
DirectDM framework. The full list of operators, the matching,
and differences between the two frameworks are detailed in
Appendix A.

1. Isospin-breaking couplings

In addition to the constraints on the individual Wilson
coefficients, we include the study of three benchmark
models of WIMP interactions corresponding to the most
popular DM models, where the leading contributions arise
from a single type of coupling within ChEFT:

(i) vector mediator for Majorana DM, with leading
contribution from the AV operators [40],

(ii) vector mediator for Dirac DM, with leading con-
tribution from the VV operators,

TABLE I. Summary of the ChEFT operators considered in the ChEFT analysis of this work, showing the
abbreviation used in the paper, the analytical expression of the operators, the dimension, and the respective
coefficients. The AA operator is shown here, but it is not used for the single operator analysis, since it does not lead
to a coherent enhancement in the nuclear response.

Type Abbrev. Operator (Q) Dimension Coherent enhancement Coefficients

Magnetic dipole � � � χ̄σμνχFμν 5 Partial CF

Electric dipole � � � χ̄σμνχF̃μν 5 Yes C̃F

Vector ⊗ vector VV χ̄γμχq̄γμq 6 Yes CVV
u;d;s

Axial vector ⊗ vector AV χ̄γμγ5χq̄γμq 6 Yes CAV
u;d

Tensor ⊗ tensor TT χ̄σμνχq̄σμνq 6 Yes CTT
u;d;s

Pseudotensor ⊗ tensor fTT χ̄σμνiγ5χq̄σμνq 6 Yes C̃TT
u;d;s

Scalar ⊗ scalar SS χ̄χmqq̄q 7 Yes CSS
u;d;s

Scalar gluon Sg αsχ̄χGa
μνG

μν
a 7 Yes CS

g

Pseudoscalar–gluon S̃g αsχ̄iγ5χGa
μνG

μν
a 7 Yes C̃S

g

Pseudoscalar ⊗ scalar PS χ̄iγ5χmqq̄q 7 Yes CPS
u;d;s

Spin-2 � � � χ̄γμi∂νχθ̄
μν
qðgÞ 8 Yes Cð2Þ

u;d;s;g

Axial vector ⊗ axial vector AA χ̄γμγ5χq̄γμγ5q 6 No CAA
u;d;s
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(iii) and scalar mediator for fermion DM, with leading
contribution from the SS operators.

In these models, we study the effect of isospin-breaking
interactions by changing the value of the u and d Wilson
coefficients and computing the limits for various combi-
nations of the two, neglecting possible contributions from s
and g couplings.
Turning on both u and d coefficients, for a given ratio

r ¼ Ca
u=Ca

d, we can set constraints on one of the coeffi-
cients, which can then be extrapolated in constraints
on the Ca

u, Ca
d plane, given the symmetry under parity

transformation.
In the treatment of the vector mediator for the Majorana

DMmodel, due to operators above the weak scale matching
onto both AV and axial-vector ⊗ axial-vector (AA) oper-
ators, the AA contribution cannot be set to zero. Thus, to
retain the freedom to vary CAV

d and CAV
u independently, we

set CAA
u ¼ 0 and CAA

d ¼ CAV
d − CAV

u , to maintain the rela-
tions of the above-weak-scale operators [34], and study the
limit on the signal rate as a function of the ratio CAV

u =CAV
d .

A more detailed description of the treatment of the
vector mediator for the Majorana DM model can be
found in Appendix B.

B. WIMPs with structure: Inelastic dark matter

A common assumption used in WIMP searches is that
the DM internal degrees of freedom either do not exist
or are not relevant on the energy scale being probed.
This simplifies the analysis greatly, but many alternative
models, in which this assumption has been relaxed, have
been proposed, e.g., [41]. A primary motivation to study

the signature of these models in DM experiments was the
tension between the measured DAMA [42] spectrum and
results from other experiments [43,44]. Although recent
results [45,46] favor a non-DM explanation to the DAMA
result, iDM models remain interesting in their own right
due to their unique spectra. In these models, the DM
particle has an excited state that it transitions to during
scattering off Standard Model nuclei, χN → χ�N, while
elastic scattering is forbidden or highly suppressed. The
mass splitting between the DM particle states χ and χ� is
usually denoted as δ and introduces a minimum velocity
for the WIMPs to scatter in our detector and deposit an
energy ER,

βmin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

2MNER

s �
MNER

μ
þ δ

�
: ð2Þ

This minimum velocity can significantly suppress the
expected number of events at low recoil energies, resulting
in a recoil spectrum peaked at nonzero ER. In the limit of
very small δ, the expected recoil spectrum reproduces the
standard WIMP.

C. Recoil spectra

The recoil spectra for the ChEFT analysis are obtained
by setting each single Wilson coefficient to 1, all the others
to 0, and the reference physics scale to Λref ¼ 1 TeV in
Eq. (1). Turning on one Wilson coefficient at a time makes
it possible to study the direct contribution of the funda-
mental interaction to the nuclear response, since the differ-
ential rate

FIG. 1. Differential rate spectra for the ChEFT operators investigated in this work, divided according to the interaction type.
They are obtained by setting each Wilson coefficient to 1 and Λ ¼ 1 TeV. The shaded region marks the energy range where the
signal acceptance is below 10%. For some spectra, the coefficients were multiplied by a factor written in the legend for plotting
purposes.
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dR
dER

¼ ρ

2πmχ
× jF ðq2Þj2 ×

Z
∞

vminðERÞ

fðvÞ
v

d3v ð3Þ

contains the momentum transfer (q2) dependent nuclear
response jF ðq2Þj2, which is directly proportional to the
single activatedWilson coefficient as jF ðq2Þj2∝jCi=Λd−4j2.
To perform the rate computation in Eq. (3), we consider

the DM velocity distribution fðvÞ to be described by a
Maxwell distribution, truncated at the DM escape velocity
vesc ¼ 544 km=s, and employ the standard halo model
quantities of DM density ρ ¼ 0.3 GeV=ðc2 × cm3Þ,
v0 ¼ 220 km=s, and Earth velocity of vE ¼ 232 km=s,

and use the tools provided in [20] to compute the nuclear
response. Figure 1 shows the differential rate spectra
obtained for all the investigated channels of interaction
within the generalized SI ChEFT framework. For the set of
operators investigated with both ChEFT frameworks, we
computed the spectra using both the generalized SI ChEFT
framework and the DirectDM package [31] and the aid of the
nuclear response from [47] using the DMFormFactor package.
The recoil spectra for iDM on xenon were calculated

using a Mathematica package based on DMFormFactor

[26,47] modified by [48] to use operator O1 of the low-
energy NREFT, corresponding to the SI interaction, and to
impose the threshold in Eq. (2) on the energy transfer.
The recoil spectra were calculated for the xenon isotopes in
the detector (128Xe, 129Xe, 130Xe, 131Xe, 132Xe, 134Xe, and
136Xe) and weighted by their relative abundance. The
differential recoil spectra for a selection of parameter space
the detector is sensitive to are shown in Fig. 2.

II. XENON1T

The XENON1T detector was a direct DM detection
experiment that consisted of a dual-phase xenon TPC, with
height of 97 cm and diameter of 95.8 cm [4]. The detector
was placed at the underground facility of Laboratori

FIG. 2. Differential rate spectra for a few representative iDM models investigated in this work. The gray area indicates the region
where the detection efficiency is below 10%. The parameter space explored was selected to include models peaked within the selected
energy region.

FIG. 3. Median analysis efficiency versus nuclear recoil energy
for the current analysis (blue) for SR0 (dashed blue line) and SR1
(solid blue line) with the 1σ uncertainty band (blue band) shown
for SR1 only, SR0 band being almost identical to it. The dashed
and solid green lines show the median efficiency for the
XENON1T SI analysis for, respectively, SR0 and SR1. In red
we show spectra for the ChEFT VV interactions for a
200 GeV=c2 WIMP, VVd (dash-dotted line), and VVs (dotted
line) and the iDM spectrum (dashed line) for a 100 GeV=c2

WIMP with δ ¼ 100 keV=c2.

TABLE II. Background-only best fit expectation value of the
total backgrounds for the combined SR0þ SR1 datasets in the
extended analysis region of [3, 100] PEs in cS1 and the total
number of events observed in the SR0þ SR1 datasets.

Background Best fit

ER 893� 22
Neutron 1.55� 0.71
CEνNS 0.054� 0.015
AC 0.51þ0.28

−0.00
Surface 133� 12
Total bkg 1028� 25
Data 1032
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Nazionali del Gran Sasso in Italy, under the Gran Sasso
massif, which provides rock shielding of approximately
3600 m of water equivalent. The TPC was surrounded
by a ∼700 t water Cherenkov detector operated as a muon
veto [49] that also provided shielding from environmental
radiation. Interactions within the instrumented volume can
produce photons, ionization electrons, and heat. The
detector was designed to collect both electrons and photons
using two photomultiplier tube (PMT) arrays located on the
top and bottom of the detector [50]. The photons emitted
from the interaction were measured directly using the
PMTs, while the electrons were drifted up to the gaseous
phase of the TPC via a drift field of ∼100 V=cm

(120� 8 V=cm in SR0 and 81� 6 V=cm in SR1, where
SR stands for science run). The drifted electrons are then
accelerated through the gas phase in a ∼10 kV=cm field to
produce proportional scintillation light, which was then
measured by the same PMT arrays. The prompt signal
generated by primary photons is commonly referred to as
S1 and the delayed signal produced by the extracted
electrons is denoted S2. Interactions of different types
produce different relative sizes of S2 and S1 signals in the
detector, allowing one to use the ratio of the signal
amplitudes, S2/S1, for discrimination between nuclear
recoils (NRs) and electronic recoils (ERs). The NR-ER
discrimination significantly increases the detector’s

FIG. 4. Event distribution in (cS1, cS2b) (left) and (R2, cS2b) (right) parameter spaces. Projections of the two dominant backgrounds
are shown as contours in light blue (ER) and purple (surface), with darker and lighter shades that indicate the 1σ and 2σ contours,
respectively. The median of the nuclear recoil band is marked as a red line. The three magenta events in the NR band are included in this
analysis as a result of expanding the ROI. The shaded regions mark parameter space excluded from the analysis.

FIG. 5. Spatial distribution of the detected events. Only events that pass all selection criteria and are within the fiducial mass are
shown. Events that were unblinded in this analysis due the expansion of the ROI are shown in magenta. The TPC boundary (black line),
1.3 t fiducial mass (purple), and 0.65 t core mass (green dashed) are shown.
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sensitivity to NR signals like WIMPs. The spatial position
of the interaction is reconstructed using the time difference
between the signals for the Z dimension and a pattern of
light detected on the top PMT array for the X and Y
dimensions. Since the detector response was not spatially
uniform, the measured values (S1 and S2) were corrected
for these differences and then used in analysis that is
performed in the corrected space cS1 and cS2. This spatial
dependence of the detector response was calibrated by
introducing radioactive sources (83mKr) into the xenon and
observing the signal produced by the spatial dependence
of the spatially uniform radioactive decays. In the analysis,
we use the corrected S2 signal only from the bottom PMT

array (cS2b) which was found empirically to provide better
energy reconstruction of the events.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

This work reanalyzes the data from two science runs
(SR0 and SR1) explored in the SI WIMP analysis [51],
extending, however, the region of interest (ROI) of the
analysis up to 100 photoelectrons (PEs) in cS1, resulting in
an extension of the energy range from ½4.9; 40.9� keVNR to
½4.9; 54.4� keVNR, as shown in Fig. 3. The combined data
collected by the XENON1T detector over two science runs,
SR0 and SR1, with lifetimes of 32.1 and 246.7 days,
respectively, and a fiducial volume, containing 1.3 t of
liquid xenon, provide an exposure of 1 t × yr.

A. Analysis region

The analysis was carried out in an increased energy
region to increase the acceptance for signal models pro-
ducing spectra that peak at finite recoil energies. The
extension of the ROI resulted in a signal acceptance
increase up to 20% for the signals that peak at the nonzero
energies, as in the case of the TT and VVs operators for
WIMP masses above 50 GeV=c2, and iDM models with a
splitting up to 200 keV=c2. The total ROI range of the
analysis was selected between 3 and 100 PEs in cS1 and
between 50 and 8000 PEs in cS2b, within a radius
R < 42.8 cm. These selections, together with data quality
selections, result in a total detection efficiency shown in
Fig. 3. An extension of the analysis region beyond 100 PEs in
cS1 could not be achieved due to the difficulty of correctly
modeling both the signal and background distributions and
not enough calibration statistics in this region.
The data in the region of 70–80 PEs in cS1 were

previously used for the background model validation and
thus were already fully unblinded, however, the region
between 80 and 100 PEs in cS1 maintained an NR band

FIG. 6. Coverage plot of the likelihood ratio (lr in legend) test
statistic with 3σ threshold for reporting a two-sided interval
for one example EFT operator (VVs) and WIMP mass of
400 GeV=c2 (blue triangles) and 400 GeV=c2 iDM with a
splitting of δ ¼ 100 keV=c2 (green dots). The median sensitivity
and its 1σ uncertainty are shown as orange solid line and orange
shaded area, respectively. The black solid line indicates the 90%
coverage with the 70% binomial error band (horizontal gray
band). The vertical light gray shaded area indicates the region
where the power threshold is applied.

FIG. 7. 90% CL upper limits (solid black lines) on the Wilson coefficients with physics scale set to 1 TeV (left scale) and the physics
scale Λwith the Wilson coefficient set to 1 (right, inverted scale, in red) for the magnetic (left) and electric (right) dipole couplings in the
generalized SI ChEFT framework, with the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) sensitivity bands. For comparison, we show the harmonized
90% confidence level upper limits (black dashed lines) obtained with the DirectDM framework.
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blinding cut prior to this analysis. This region was
unblinded when the statistical framework was properly
validated for this analysis.

B. Calibration and backgrounds

The main expected background for this analysis consists
of electronic recoils in the detector caused by background
radiation; this is due to the tail of the ER band extending
into the NR band, commonly referred to as ER leakage. The
ER band was modeled according to the LXe emission model

described in [51] and calibrated with radioactive sources
diffused in the detector, such as 220Rn and 83mKr [52].
The spatial dependence of the background was modeled

in the radial coordinate R, while the Z dependence was
included by binning the data into two independent vol-
umes, a low-background inner volume and the higher-
background external volume.
The NR band was calibrated during dedicated calibration

runs, using a deuterium-deuterium neutron generator and a
241AmBe neutron source.

FIG. 8. 90% CL upper limits (solid black lines) on the Wilson coefficients (left scale) and the physics scale Λ (right, inverted scale, in
red) for the VVu (top left), VVd (top right), VVs (center left), AVu (center right), and AVd (bottom) couplings in the generalized SI
ChEFT framework, with the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) sensitivity bands. For comparison, we show the harmonized 90% confidence
level upper limits (black dashed lines) obtained with the DirectDM framework for the VVu, VVd, AVu, and AVd operators.
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The main NR background consists of neutrons produced
in radioactive decays in the TPC materials and was
modeled using a full GEANT4 [53,54] simulation of the
detector and detector materials, including a spatial radial
dependence. For low-energy NR recoils, coherently
enhanced neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) events are
an irreducible background and modeled considering the
flux of 8B solar neutrinos.
ER events depositing energy close to the surfaces of the

TPC, due to material γ and β radiation from contaminants in
the 222Rn decay chain, can also produce detectable signals

in the ROI. Charge loss along the TPC walls reduces the
observed charge signal, bringing the events below the NR
region in cS2b. Such background will have a significant
radial dependence and was modeled through a data-driven
adaptive kernel density estimation model.
Finally, accidentally paired S1’s and S2’s (AC), were

modeled by randomly pairing lone S1’s and S2’s.
In Table II we report the background-only best fit

expectation value, obtained by fitting the data without
the signal model, for the background sources in the
extended analysis region.

FIG. 9. 90% CL upper limits (solid black lines) on the Wilson coefficients (left scale) and the physics scale Λ (right, inverted scale, in
red) for the TTu (top left), TTd (top right), TTs (center left), fTTu (center right), fTTd (bottom left), and fTTs (bottom right) couplings in
the generalized SI ChEFT framework, with the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) sensitivity bands.
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We also investigated a posteriori the effect of a possible
additional monoenergetic ER background at 2.3 keVER

following the indication of a low-energy ER excess
observed in [55]. The presence of such additional back-
ground does not affect the NR search considerably, with
confidence interval results not changing beyond 5% when
this background component is added. Given the uncertain
nature of this structure in the ER band and the limited effect
that it would have on an NR search, this analysis does not
include it as a new background.

C. Inference

The statistical analysis was performed in the three-
dimensional space cS1, cS2b, and R, as shown in Fig. 4,
where the background was modeled independently in the
low-background inner volume and in the rest of the fiducial
volume (FV), shown in Fig. 5. A single parameter of
interest μ (the number of expected signal events) was
inferred, where the DM particle mass was sampled between
10 GeV=c2 and 10 TeV=c2, calculating the local signifi-
cance and limit for each and interpolating. The iDM

FIG. 10. 90% CL upper limits (solid black lines) on the Wilson coefficients (left scale) and the physics scale Λ (right, inverted scale, in
red) for the SSu (top left), SSd (top right), SSs (center left), PSu (center right), PSd (bottom left), and PSs (bottom right) couplings in the
generalized SI ChEFT framework, with the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) sensitivity bands. For comparison, we show the harmonized
90% confidence level upper limits (black dashed lines) obtained with the DirectDM framework.
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parameter space was sampled in mass splitting from 0 to
200 keV=c2. In the eventuality of a model having a local
significance above the 3σ threshold, wewould have reported
also the global significance including the trial factor.
The limits and the discovery significances were computed

using the profile log-likelihood ratio test statistic. As in the
WIMP analysis [51], we used a combined unbinned like-
lihood for the two science runs, SR0 and SR1, with
additional terms for the ER band calibration fit and ancillary

measurements constraints for the background rate. The
profile likelihood was constructed using the same null
hypothesis for all analyses, only replacing the signal model.
The signal model itself was generated using a Markov chain
Monte Carlo simulation to model the expected detector
response from the calculated spectra of events produced by
the generalized SI ChEFT and DirectDM frameworks.
For this analysis we compute two-sided intervals based

on the likelihood ratio test and, in accordance with the

FIG. 11. 90% CL upper limits (solid black lines) on the Wilson coefficients (left scale) and the physics scale Λ (right, inverted scale, in
red) for the dimension-seven Sg (top left) and S̃g (top right) and the dimension-eight spin-2u (center left), spin-2d (center right), spin-2s
(bottom left), and spin-2g (bottom right) couplings in the generalized SI ChEFT framework, with the 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow)
sensitivity bands. For comparison, we show the harmonized 90% confidence level upper limits (black dashed lines) obtained with the
DirectDM framework for the Sg and S̃g operators.
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previous XENON1T results, we set a 3σ discovery thresh-
old above which we report both upper and lower limits.
A 15% power constrained limit was used to ensure limits

are not set below the sensitivity of our detector, following
the procedure described in [56]. An additional safeguard
nuisance parameter, as described in [57], was added to the
ER background model to prevent any potential mismodel-
ing in the signal region biasing the results.

1. Asymptotic cross-checks

Given the large number of signal models, we compute
confidence intervals and discovery significances assuming
the test statistic follows the asymptotic distributions listed
in [58] and for each model we perform coverage checks to
verify that no significant undercoverage affects the result.
The distribution of the discovery test statistic under the null
hypothesis and the coverage of the confidence intervals

were studied with toy Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. These
studies have shown that, for most signal models with a
WIMP mass above 10 GeV=c2, there is no significant
undercoverage in the sensitivity region, with slight over-
coverage for signal expectation values of μ < 4. In Fig. 6, we
show a coverage plot for the VVs signal model for a WIMP
mass of 400 GeV=c2 and an iDM signal model for a particle
of 400 GeV=c2 with a splitting of δ ¼ 200 keV=c2, based
on 2000 toy MC simulations each that show the typical
coverage for different expectation values.

IV. RESULTS

A total of 1032 events passed data quality cuts and were
included in these analyses. No significant excess was
observed in the signal region for any of the models. The
unblinded dataset showed three additional events in the
NR band region, one in SR0 and two in SR1, statistically

FIG. 12. 90% CL upper limits on the down-quark Wilson coefficients in three benchmark models of WIMP interactions, AV (top row),
VV (center row), and SS (bottom row), for three different WIMPmasses, 50 (left column), 200 (center column), and 1000 GeV=c2 (right
column), against the ratio of the up and down reference values of the coefficients. The solid lines represent the limits obtained for models
in the generalized SI ChEFT framework, while the dashed lines are limits obtained from models constructed with the DirectDM

framework. For the AV model, we show also limits on the CAV
d coefficient when the AA operators contribute with CAA

d ¼ CAV
d − CAV

u

(magenta dash-dotted lines), computed for models constructed with the DirectDM framework.
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compatible with the 1% of the ER band covered by the NR
blinding cut in the region. Figures 4 and 5 show the event
distribution and highlight the three new events observed
after unblinding.

A. Single ChEFT operator results

For the ChEFT models, we obtain the highest discovery
significance for the VVs model for a 70 GeV=c2 WIMP,

with a significance of 1.7σ and a local p value of 0.043. In
Figs. 7–11 we report the 90% confidence level (CL) limits
on the Wilson coefficient for each model at fixed reference
value for Λ ¼ 1 TeV and the corresponding limit on Λ for
fixed coefficient value Ci ¼ 1, against the WIMP mass.
These limits are the first experimental limits of this kind
from direct detection. For models that produce a response
peaked at higher energies, the limits are placed slightly
above the 2σ sensitivity band.

FIG. 13. 90% CL upper limits on iDM-nucleon cross sections for selected splittings as a function of mass, spline interpolated. Limit
sensitivity bands are shown for 1σ (green) and 2σ (yellow) of the expected limits under the background-only hypothesis. The gray
regions represent masses that were not probed due to the low expected energy transfer.
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To harmonize the DirectDM results included in Figs. 7, 8,
10, and 11 with the generalized SI ChEFT framework, the
limits were scaled accordingly by considering the constants
in the definition of the operators in [31,20]. In particular,
the limits of the dipole operators were scaled by a factor
½e2=ð8π2Þ�2, and the limits on the Sg and S̃g operators were
scaled by ð12πÞ−2. The differences in the limits observed in
Fig. 10 for SSu;d and in Fig. 11 for Sg arise from the
contribution of these operators to the two-body interactions
considered in the pion matrix elements [20], while the
difference in the magnetic dipole limit, in Fig. 7, derives
from the different contributions to the nuclear response
considered; i.e., in the generalized SI ChEFT framework
only the coherent contributions are considered. Other slight
differences in the limits computed with the two frameworks
can be attributed to the differences of the nuclear responses
of the two frameworks.

B. Benchmark models results

The 90% CL limits for the benchmark models for the
AV, VV, and SS interactions are shown in Fig. 12 for three
different masses, where we choose to plot the limit on the
Ca
d coefficient against the set ratio of r ¼ Ca

u=Ca
d. They all

show an interference point in the case of isospin-breaking
interactions that worsens the limit by 3–4 orders of
magnitude for the AV and VV models, while for the SS
model it worsens the limit by up to 6 orders of magnitude.
For the AV and VV models, the interference point is in the
region of r ≃ −1.1, while for the SS model the interference
happens around r ≃ −2.2. In the case of the AV model,
when the AA contribution is present, the interference effect
disappears almost completely.
We demonstrate that, although it is quite possible to

avoid the stringent SI limits by allowing for isospin
violation, it requires very fine-tuning of the coupling terms.
There is only a narrow range of ratios where the interfer-
ence results in a significantly worse limit. This is largely

due to the opposing effect of the interference on protons
and neutrons. Other studies have shown similar cancella-
tion effects when investigating isospin-breaking DM inter-
actions [59,60]. The methods and results, however, are not
directly comparable, since we are investigating the effects
within a ChEFT framework and not in a classical inter-
pretation of the DM couplings to neutrons and protons.

C. Inelastic dark matter results

The highest discovery significance for the iDM model
was obtained for a mass of 50 GeV=c2 and splitting of
100 keV=c2, with a local discovery significance of 1.8σ
and a local p value of 0.036. The observed p value, which
could be interpreted as slight excess, can be attributed to a
slight overfluctuation in the ER background in the
½26; 27.5� keVNR region, resulting in limits being placed
on the upper side of the sensitivity band for many models
with a peak rate in that energy region. In Fig. 13 we present
the 90% CL limits as well as the 1σ and 2σ limit
sensitivity bands.

V. SUMMARY

In this work we perform a comprehensive search of
different NR signatures using the combined science data
runs SR0þ SR1 of XENON1T, for an exposure of 1 t × yr,
in an extended energy region, up to 100 PEs in cS1. After
unblinding the extended NR region, we observe three new
events. We report the results of a WIMP search with the
generalized SI-based ChEFT framework providing the first
experimental limits on ChEFT couplings up to dimension
eight. We also report limits on the benchmark models of
interaction for three different scenarios, the vector mediator
for Majorana DM, where the AV operator is the leading
contribution; the vector mediator for Dirac DM, where the
VV operator contribution is leading; and the scalar mediator
for fermion DM case, where the SS term is dominant. In the

FIG. 14. Comparison of the spectra produced by each EFT framework used in this work for the axial-vector–vector operator with a
masses of 50, 200, and 1000 GeV. This operator has the most pronounced differences between the frameworks.
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VV and SS cases, we observe a cancellation effect in specific
regions of isospin-violating interactions, where the limit
worsensbyup to 4 and6orders ofmagnitude, respectively. In
the AV case the cancellation disappears for isospin-violating
couplings if we correctly consider the risingAA contribution
from the above-weak-scale operators.
Finally, we report the limits for iDM interactions for

mass splittings up to 200 keV=c2, in the case of standard SI
interaction. This covers the parameter space to which the
detector is sensitive. We include these models as they are
very localized in the region of the background overfluc-
tuation observed between 20 and 50 PEs in the cS1 range
and, therefore, represent a good statistical quantification of
the maximum local significance of this fluctuation using a
physical model. We expect that most of the other possible
physical models will produce a similar or lower local
significance than the best fit iDM model.
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APPENDIX A: OPERATORS ANALYZED
WITH BOTH THE GENERALIZED

SI CHEFT AND DirectDM

The set of operators that appear at leading order for the
most common WIMP models that we chose to investigate
with both the generalized SI ChEFT framework and the
DirectDM framework are as follows:

(i) the magnetic and electric dipole operators, which
correspond to Qð5Þ

1 and Qð5Þ
2 in DirectDM;

(ii) the VVq operators, corresponding to Qð6Þ
1;q in

DirectDM;
(iii) the AVq operators, corresponding to Qð6Þ

2;q in
DirectDM;

(iv) the SSq operators, corresponding toQ
ð7Þ
5;q in DirectDM;

(v) the Sg and S̃g operators, corresponding, respectively,

to Qð7Þ
1 and Qð7Þ

2 in DirectDM;
(vi) and the PSq operators, corresponding to Qð7Þ

6;q in
DirectDM.

The main difference between the two frameworks is that the
generalized SI ChEFT considers the contribution from SSq
and Sg to the nuclear pion couplings, while the two-body
currents cannot be captured as effectively in the DirectDM

framework, since it relies on the single-nucleon NREFT
matching and the DMFormFactor package for the nuclear
response.Other differences in normalization andcomputation

of the interaction amplitude are found inQð7Þ
1 andQð7Þ

2 , which
differ from the Sg and S̃g squared amplitudes in the gener-

alizedSI frameworkby a factor ð12πÞ−2, and inQð5Þ
1 andQð5Þ

2 ,
which differ from the generalized SI ChEFT magnetic and
electric dipoles squared amplitudes by a factor of ½e2=ð8π2Þ�2.
In addition to the normalization factor, the amplitude of the
magnetic dipole in the DirectDM framework includes all the
contributions to the NREFT operators, O1, O4, O5, and O6,
for which we refer to the definition in [26,47,61], while the
generalized SI ChEFT magnetic dipole amplitude considers
only the coherently enhanced contributions to operators O1

and O5 [20]. The aforementioned differences are most
pronounced for the axial-vector–vector operator, the spectra
comparison for this operator are shown in Fig. 14.

APPENDIX B: VECTOR-MEDIATED MAJORANA
DARK MATTER MODEL

In the vector-mediated interaction for Majorana DM, the
vector current of DM vanishes and the leading contribution
comes from the axial-vector ⊗ vector operator [40], and it
is expressed with the Lagrangian of interaction

LAV
χ ¼ 1

Λ2

X
q¼u;d

CAV
q χ̄γμγ5χq̄γμq: ðB1Þ

In this case, however, due to the SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ operators
above the weak scale matching onto both AV and AA
operators, the AVu and AVd contributions cannot be varied
independently from the AAu and AAd. The Wilson coef-
ficients of the AV and AA operators must respect the
following relations [34]:

ðA ⊗ VÞu∶ CAV
u ¼ Cð6Þ7;1 þ Cð6Þ6;1;

ðA ⊗ VÞd∶ CAV
d ¼ Cð6Þ8;1 þ Cð6Þ6;1;

ðA ⊗ AÞu∶ CAA
u ¼ Cð6Þ7;1 − Cð6Þ6;1;

ðA ⊗ AÞd∶ CAA
d ¼ Cð6Þ8;1 − Cð6Þ6;1; ðB2Þ
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where Ci are coefficients of the above-weak-scale oper-
ators, i.e., UVoperators that are product of DM currents and
quark currents.
This way, by settingCAA

u ¼ 0 andCAA
d ¼ CAV

d − CAV
u , we

retain the freedom to vary CAV
d and CAV

u independently,
without further tuning.

While an analogous case can be made for the VV and
vector ⊗ axial-vector (VA) operators, the expected rate of
the VA operators is far smaller [∼Oð10−10Þ] than that of the
VV, and the effect can be safely neglected.
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